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Outline of presentation

• What’s the state of play for climate policy in the US?

• Where is it headed?

• Also focus on policy choice

• A way forward?

• Along the way: discuss recent and future work at MIT and 
elsewhere



Interesting trends in polling data



What do the polls tell us?

• We are losing ground (or treading water)!
– How?

• Becoming more partisan issue
• Huge, well organized, disinformation campaigns

• Still, fewer than 50% worry about climate change and think it 
will pose a serious threat in their lifetime

•
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Remains a partisan issue
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But, do Republican strategists see that tides are changing?



Interestingly, actual decarbonization is less partisan…

• Little correlation, in fact raw correlation is positive
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Larger reductions

More Republican



But…but…at the federal level…
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This has generated an interesting dynamic…
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There are two issues at play

• First, doing something about climate change
– Convincing the 75% of Republicans and 25% of Democrats that 

humans are a major factor in climate change

• Adopting the right set of policies
– Sustained support for addressing climate change relies on efficiently 

addressing climate change
– Being up front with the costs and benefits of policies
– Protecting at-risk groups
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CEEPR’s efforts: Recently launched (a)

• ”Roosevelt Project”
• Led by Secretary Moniz

– Provide an analytical basis for charting a path to a low carbon 
economy in a way that: 

• promotes job growth, 
• minimizes worker and community dislocation, and 
• harnesses the benefits of energy innovation for regional economic 

development 
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Two steps
• Step one: Underway

– A series of white papers to understand the landscape
• Topics include: past technology transitions, infrastructure requirements, 

incidence of carbon policies across different socio-economic groups, 
workforce development

• Team of social scientists and technologists at MIT and Harvard

• Step two
– Three case studies where we team up with local policy makers to see 

through policies and their impacts
• E.g., work with policy makers in the Appalachia to pilot job retraining and 

industry transition programs
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CEEPR’s efforts: Recently launched (b)

• CEEPR’s response to Heartland Institute:
• Currently working across MIT to develop climate change 

curriculum for HS students
• Developing online resource for teachers, complete with lesson 

plans and 
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How to get Republicans on board?

• Privately, many Republican policy makers will admit they 
believe in climate change despite their outward positions

• In addition to educating their base that climate change is real, 
there are two potential paths to enacting meaningful climate 
change policy
– First, make a carbon tax part of large scale tax reform
– Second, replace current inefficient policies (e.g., fuel economy 

standards) with a carbon tax
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Paths to climate change policy
• The first (tax reform) is unlikely to garner much Democratic 

support
– Would require replacing income tax revenues with carbon tax 

revenues
• This can be quite regressing
• Although, it could be coupled with large dividends for low-income households

• The second has great promise, IMHO
– Potential for large efficiency gains
– Note: Republican opposition to carbon taxes is often confounded 

with their opposition to any climate change policy
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Recent carbon tax proposals
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Key question

• How large of a carbon tax is needed to replace the existing 
inefficient policies?

• This creates a lower bound for the carbon tax required
– Anything higher is a net gain in emission reductions
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Steps in answering this question
• Two main steps
• First, use the Regulatory Impact Analyses (CBA) for four main 

federal policies that existed in 2016 to estimate the emission 
reductions in 2020, 2025, and 2030
– Clean Power Plan, Light-duty Fuel Economy Standards, Medium- and 

Heavy-duty fuel economy standards, Renewable Fuel Standard
– Note these reductions are likely biased upward

• Second, use MIT’s EPPA model to simulate the carbon taxes 
required to meet these reductions
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Results are surprising
• Two possible carbon taxes: taxing only CO2, taxing all GHGs
• Also, RIA often give a range of emission reduction estimates

– I calculate for the lower and upper bounds
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Two reactions to these

• Wow, a carbon tax is so much more effective than these other 
policies!!

• Wow, the US isn’t doing very much!! 

• How do these compare to carbon tax bills…
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Wrapping up
• CEEPR’s communication efforts are focusing on educating both 

policy makers and voters
– Actually, and future voters

• Still a large knowledge gap, even among those predisposed to 
worry about environmental issues

• We’ve learned from other issues (e.g., gun control) that high 
school students can be effective catalysts for change
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